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Ainslee S. Wittig, Managing Editor 
Arizona Range News 
122 S. Haskell 
PO Box 1155 
Wilcox, AZ 85644 
 
To The Editor: 
 
On February 21, the students at Ash Creek School in Sunizona performed an original and engaging 
performance, “A Wild Ride Through Time: A History of Sulphur Spring Valley,” for a large and 
receptive community audience. This arts-learning educational history project was funded by a grant 
from the Arizona Commission on the Arts, and it was my honor to be the artist selected to work with 
the talented K-8 students and dedicated teachers at this remarkable school.  
 
Since 1996, I have come to appreciate the value of offering arts programs to enhance and reinforce 
common core learning standards, particularly for those students who might otherwise be less 
motivated about subjects that have come to be primarily taught to increase test scores. It is exciting 
for me to see how children who engage in the arts often find valuable connections to “the basics” 
(reading, writing, math, science, history, social studies and technology).  
 
I see my job as an opportunity to incorporate as many common core learning connections as possible 
when I am invited to share my art form in a school setting. I am writing to you to let you and your 
readers know what a delight it was for me to be part of Ash Creek School this month. With all of the 
students participating at age-appropriate levels, research about the history of the Valley was 
undertaken through reading and interviews. The older students wrote stories and helped develop a 
play to present the stories in an entertaining way. They worked on helping make the costumes, props 
and set, and some took on the technical responsibilities of the crew.  
 
I have never before worked with a more receptive group of students and teachers. This small, rural 
school took on an ambitious learning project with joy and grace. I firmly believe the experience will 
benefit the kids for years to come because of the confidence and variety of skills they needed to 
employ to make the final performance possible. 
 
Ash Creek School is truly extraordinary, and your community is enriched because of how it integrates 
art in every level of learning. 
 
          Sincerely, 
 
           
 
          Glenda Bonin    
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